-2disciplinary decision against you, as I understand from our discussions that the facts upon
which that decision is based are inaccurate or flawed.
Finally, this opinion can only apprise you of the risks and provide advice that will help
minimize the risk of UPL, and hopefully lessen the risk of UPL allegations against you.
UPL laws are invariably changing and interpretation of those rules changes as well. There
is no advice that will provide absolute protection against allegations or findings of possible
UPL in other jurisdictions. I can only provide advice that may help minimize your risk.
Brief Restatement of Facts
Your practice is focused solely on
, and the various
contexts in which
. You have developed an expertise in this area, and are sought out
by attorneys and persons throughout the country with assistance on these matters. Most of
your clients’ issues involve federal law, but some state law issues do arise. In such
situations, you begin with a discussion with the client’s local counsel. Even when advising
clients about federal law, should a state law question come up, you refer the client to
another source, such as local counsel, their local health department, or a law school library.
You do not provide any advice or assistance directly with issues of state law outside of
North Carolina.
Executive Summary
Based upon your practice description, you are very cognizant of the UPL issues, and you
do not advise individuals on state law matters in other jurisdictions. Nonetheless, I believe
there is a risk that your practice has the appearance of crossing state lines, and would advise
you to take some additional steps. First, I would advise making sure your website clearly
includes your jurisdictional limitations, and your location in NC. You also want to add
disclaimer language indicating that your practice is confined exclusively to federal law
issues and North Carolina state law and, to the extent that legal issues arise involving other
jurisdictions, you associate local counsel.
Second, you must have your jurisdictional limitations on any written communications with
clients, whether it is email, fax, or letters, because of your frequent contacts with persons
from other states. Your email communications should include language such as, “Licensed
only in NC. My practice is confined exclusively to federal law issues and North Carolina
state law.” It may be prudent to include this language on your letterhead as well.
Finally, because you do not practice in an area of the law that is “exclusively federal” (as
defined in NC), such as federal immigration or social security disability, you must be
careful not to establish, or appear to establish, a systematic or continuous presence or
practice in another state. In North Carolina, there is an exception for an out-of-state lawyer
to represent NC citizens or to physically practice in North Carolina, if the practice is
exclusively federal. But no exception is permitted where an out-of-state lawyer represents
NC citizens in other traditionally federal practices such as bankruptcy, tax, or intellectual
property law matters, for example, because these areas of law frequently require the

-3application and interpretation of North Carolina law. Applying a similar reasoning, there
is possible exposure in the following circumstances: (i) if you frequently are representing
clients from another particular jurisdiction, (ii) if your website suggests frequent past
representation in a particular jurisdiction, (iii) if you claim you have a national practice
without sufficient disclaimer language, or (iv) if you suggest in any communications that
you can represent persons in a particular jurisdiction without an appropriate disclaimer.
This latter situation may arise when corresponding with opposing counsel on behalf of an
out-of-state client, even if this issue relates only to a federal matter.

